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DIMENSIONS DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT BENEFITS

TESTIMONIAL

PORTA-BRACE PRODUCTS FREQUENTLY PURCHASED WITH THIS ITEM

EQUIPMENT COVERED

CTC-4

CTC-4

MSRP $379.00

Traveler Camera Case - Large 

Traveler Camera Case - Large "Just wanted to thank you for
an excellent product."  -MM

The (CTC-4 series) TRAVELER CAMERA CASE is the largest of the 3 sizes. It fits cameras with many
accessories or a long lens added to it. (example: matte box, IDX or Anton Bauer battery, Fire Store
Unit, long microphone). It fits popular cameras such as the Canon  XL-2, XL-H1, JVC GY-HD250 and
the Sony PDW-F350, F355. The new SLIP-NOT bottom adds an extra layer of protection against
water, dirt and grime with an easy wipe-off surface. Reinforced layers of lightweight plastics and
thick foam protect the camera from normal bumps and everyday handling. The viewfinder cavity
has an extra measure of protection for the viewfinder. The long pocket under the viewfinder area
holds tapes, batteries and even some battery belts. A new zipper facing has been added to keep the
“self healing”, heavy duty, YKK™ zippers from accidental damage (and if you leave the case out in
the rain less water is likely to migrate into the main compartment) Mesh pockets for airline tickets,
maps, cable, white balance cards or other flat items at the back and a seat belt loop to keep the
camera securely in place during a sudden stop or seat belted in an empty seat during air travel. A
suede leather shoulder strap and hand grips provide a good measure of comfort.

Weight: 5.9 lb / 2.68 kg
Interior:
   25" x 6.5" x 11.5"
   63.5cm x 16.51cm x 29.21cm
Exterior:
   26" x 10.75" x 12.75"
   66.04cm x 27.31cm x 32.39cm

Sony DSR-590
Sony DSR-570
Sony DSR-370
Sony DSR-500
Sony DSR-300
Canon XL-1S
JVC GY-DV500
JVC GY-DV550
JVC GY-DV600
JVC GY-DV700
(see portabrace.com for more)

carries your essential gear
neatly
compact, lightweight,
protective
Customizable solution
Durable, 1000-denier
Cordura
Superior performance
through simplicity of design
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CASE PURPOSE

DC-3V
Director's Case - Built
In Laptop Glare Visor

PB-2750DK
PB-2750 Hard Case w/

Divider Kit

PB-B1015
10

SS-MDV1B
Mini-DV Slinger

(Black)

VV-M
Video Vest, (M) 38


